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QUESTION 1

You decide to purchase an extension from the Magento Marketplace that fulfills a business requirement and has very
good ratings. 

It is mandatory no security vulnerabilities are introduced by the extension to keep the merchant and the customer data
state. 

How do you apply due diligence? 

A. Rely on the Magento Marketplace team, because they do a security check before the extension is published 

B. Trust the community engineering team, because they support Magento merchants. 

C. Check the extension vendor, because they have to supply secure extensions 

D. Have your developer review the extension, because issue and could have been missed by other reviewers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant has loaded their tax rates into Magento and assigned all of their taxable products to the correct tax class.
They have also configured Magento so all customers, regardless of whether they are logged in, are assigned to a
customer tax class. However, no tax is being added to orders. 

What must the merchant do to complete their tax configuration? 

A. integrate a GeoIP service so Magento can correctly identify the customer\\'s region. 

B. Edit each individual product to make sure that it is assigned to the right taxable region 

C. Create 3 tax rule associating the rates, customer tax class, and product tax class 

D. Select the correct tax rates within the customer tax class configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client has reported a problem with the sales reports in Magento compared to the reports in their ERP 

system. Their ERP store are hosted in different time zone creating a discrepancy. After updating the time 

zones in both your system you realize the reporting. 

What will you to solve this? 

A. Resync your data between the ERPJ and Magento 

B. Update the time zone on the ERP system along with Magento 
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C. Refresh the lifetime statistics on your reports 

D. Refresh the daily statistics on your reports 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A shoe manufacturer Has created a product attribute named "Synthetic Material", its scope is configured to be Store
View and its input Type is Yes/no. However, this attribute is not available in the list to create a configurable product. 

How do they resolve this problem in the attribute configuration? 

A. Create a new select attribute with the Global scope 

B. Change the scope to be the Website scope 

C. Add two options values yes" and no" to this attribute 

D. Switch the Use in Configurable Product selection to `\\'yes\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer has recently experienced a large uptick in traffic and added a second server. After the new server went
online users started reporting they are losing all their products in their cart. After an engineer investigates you are told
the sessions are being written to the file system while the cache is written to Redis. 

Which two options will resolve the problem? Choose 2 answers 

A. Set your cart to use a custom URL 

B. Eliminate the load balancer for HTTPS traffic 

C. sessions to save to the database 

D. Set sessions to save to REDIS 

Correct Answer: AD 
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